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CONTACT DISORDER AND FORCE DISTRIBUTION IN GRANULARMATERIALS.DESORDRE DE CONTACT ET DISTRIBUTION DES FORCES DANS LESMATERIAUX GRANULAIRES.Jean-Noël ROUXLaboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussées,58 boulevard Lefèbvre, 75732 Paris edex 15, FraneABSTRACT: Thanks to extensive numerial simulations of a simple two-dimensional modelof a granular paking, we identify a harateristi length for stress homogeneity that is signif-iantly larger than the grain size, and aurately ompute the ontat fore distribution. Thee�ets of load orientation (biaxial test) are studied, and the in�uene of some basi simplifyingassumptions (small displaements, no frition...) is disussed, whih allows us to shed somelight on the possible mirosopi origins of some generi mehanial behaviours of granularmaterials.RESUME: Une étude systématique, par simulations numériques, d'un modèle simpled'assemblage granulaire bidimensionnel, nous onduit à l'identi�ation d'une longueur ara-téristique de l'homogénéité des ontraintes nettement plus grande que la taille du grain, et à unalul préis de la distribution des fores de ontat. L'évaluation de l'in�uene de l'orientation(test biaxial) du hargement, et la disussion des onséquenes de quelques hypothèses simpli-�atries (petits déplaements, absene de frottement...) fournissent un élairage des possiblesorigines mirosopiques de ertains omportements méaniques génériques des granulats.1 INTRODUCTION.One spei� feature of dense granular me-dia, as distinguished from other disorderedmehanial systems, is the unilaterality andextremely short range of the partile intera-tion. Two neighbouring grains, if they touh,may strongly repell eah other, but one theontat opens, whih requires but an arbi-trarily small motion, no fore is transmit-ted any longer. In a seemingly homogeneouswell ompated medium, opening and los-ing of ontats leads to a harateristi het-erogeneity (1-4) of stress transport: foresappear to be loalized on preferred paths (or`fore hains'), while some grains arry noload (`arhing e�et'). De�ning a Represen-

tative Volume Element (RVE), a ruial step(5) in the derivation of marosopi onsti-tutive laws, is not straightforward.The model we study here was designed(8) to study the onsequenes of this basigrain-level phenomenon, that might be alledontat disorder, in a situation as simple asone might oneive of. It lends itself to anovel and powerful numerial method, thatenables us to repeat the alulations for manydi�erent (random) initial geometries, variousboundary onditions and large enough sys-tem sizes. This, after its introdution in se-tion 2, and a presentation of its mehanialproperties (setions 3 and 4), and of the nu-merial method (setion 5), allows us (as ex-plained in part 6) to study the large system



limit with good auray. Setion 7 presentsthe results of a biaxial test (marosopi on-stitutive law, distribution of ontat fores),and the onlusive setion (part 8) disussesthe general relevane of the model and therole of its basi assumptions.2 THE MODELConsider a lose-paked 2D assembly of ndiss of diameter a, on a regular triangu-lar lattie. To any dis i, assign a num-ber Æi, that is randomly piked up with uni-form probability in the interval [0; �℄, with0 � � � 1, and redue its diameter to ai =a(1� Æi). This (�g. 1) is the referene on�g-uration of the system, from whih displae-ments are evaluated. Then, submitting it to

Figure 1: A hexagonal sample. Intergranular gapsare widened on the �gure.some given load, searh for equilibrium dis-plaements and ontat fores, under the fol-lowing three assumptions.1. diss are rigid2. frition is ignored3. one may use the approximation of smalldisplaements (ASD).Assumption 2 means that the fore Fij ex-erted by any dis i onto its neighbour j isarried by the unit vetor nij pointing fromthe entre of i to the entre of j : one hasFij = fijnij, with fij > 0. Aording to as-sumption 1, the ontat law relating fij tothe interstitial thikness hij (initially equal

to h0ij = (Æi + Æj)a=2) is the Signorini ondi-tion: ( fij = 0 if hij > 0fij � 0 if hij = 0 (1)The ASD (assumption 3) amounts to evalu-ate displaements and deformations to �rstorder in � (regarded as in�nitesimal), whilepositions and fores are evaluated on the ref-erene on�guration. In partiular, any ve-tor nij stays parallel to one of the three ve-tors n1(1; 0), n2(12 ; p32 ) and n3(�12 ; p32 ). hijis linearly related to the displaements :hij = h0ij� Æuij;with Æuij = nij:(ui � uj): (2)In the following, any suh pair i; j of neigh-bours on the lattie is alled a ontat. Ndenoting the number of ontats, those arelabelled by index l, 1 � l � N , and one maywrite hl, Æul, nl, et... Contat l is losed ifhl = 0. It is ative if fl > 0.3 STRESSES AND STRAINSIn order to impose a state of uniform stress,several boundary onditions (BC) are used.One may speify the motion of the walls ofa ontainer, or exert some external fores onthe grains near the boundary. If the sam-ple shape paves the plane, periodi bound-ary onditions might also be implemented.For whatever BC, an overall, generalized dis-plaement (or, respetively, fore) is diretlyde�ned, and the onjugate generalized fore(resp., displaement) identi�ed on writing thework of external e�orts. Those global statiand kinemati parameters may respetivelybe interpreted as stress, �, and strain, �, ten-sors. We implement the di�erent BC's insuh a way that the lassial relationship (15)� = aA NXl=1 flnl 
 nl (3)holds exatly, A = Na22p3 being the sample sur-fae area. (Compressions are ounted posi-tively). It is onvenient to part ontats inthree subsets Ck, 1 � k � 3 (with N=3 ofthem, for large systems, in eah) aording



to whih vetor nk nl is parallel to. Fk de-noting then the average of the ontat foresin the set Ck, eqn. 3 beomes :8>><>>: �11 = 1ap3 �2F1 + 12(F2 + F3)��12 = 12a (F2 � F3)�22 = 12a (F2 + F3) (4)whih, onversely, may be written as8>>><>>>: F1 = ap32 ��11 � 13�22�F2 = a ��22p3 + �12)�F3 = a ��22p3 � �12)� : (5)Suh a linear relation giving the angular dis-tribution of normal fores one � is knownwas onjetured in the general ase (15). Itis automatially satis�ed here beause thereare only three ontat diretions.(Æul)1�l�N is an admissible set of normalrelative displaements if it is ompatible withsome atual dis displaements and the BC.It is then assoiated with a value of �. Sim-ilarly, (fl)1�l�N is an admissible set of on-tat fores if diss are in equilibrium, withsome value of �. For any suh pair of relativedisplaements (supersript (1)) and ontatfores (supersipt (2)), on has the followingform of Hill's lemma (5):NXl=1 f (2)l Æu(1)l = A�(2) : �(1): (6)Now, due to lattie regularity, the replae-ment of any f (2)l by the average F (2)k when-ever l 2 Ck yields another admissible set ofontat fores, with the same �(2) (this prop-erty, in fat, guides the hoie of a onvenientimplementation of the BC's). De�ning then�k, for 1 � k � 3, as the average of Æula overall l 2 Ck, eqn. 6 entailsA�(2) : �(1) = Na3 3Xk=1F (2)k �(1)k ;whih, using eqn. 5, leads to the followingkinemati analogue of eqn. 4:8><>: �11 = �1�12 = 1p3 (�2 � �3)�22 = 13 (��1 + 2�2 + 2�3) (7)(Shrinking deformations are positive.)

4 EQUILIBRIUM STATEThe following properties stem from lassialresults in linear programming (a partiularase of the Kuhn-Tuker theorem in onvexoptimization). Let us submit the system toa given external load. If m is the number ofdegrees of freedom, m-dimensional (general-ized) displaement and external fore vetors~U and ~F may be de�ned. The value of ~Fis imposed. The impenetrability onstraintmay be written (see eqn. 2) as (summationover repeated indies implied in the sequel)GljUj � h0l ; (8)involving an N �m matrix G the transposeof whih appears in the equilibrium require-ment Gljfl = Fj: (9)Let us onsider problems P1 (unknown ~U)and P2 (unknowns fl)P1 ( Maximize FjUjwith onstraints: ( 8)P2 ( Minimize flh0lwith onstraints (9) and fl � 0P1 and P2 are dual linear optimization prob-lems. To any solution ~U� to P1 orresponds asolution ~f � to P2, and reiproally, suh thatf �l �h0l � GljU�j � = 0: (10)Conversely, displaements and ontat foressatisfying the onstraints of P1 and P2 andrelation 10 are solutions to P1 and P2. But,one onstraints are satis�ed, eqn. 10 is ex-atly equivalent to the Signorini ondition,eqn. 1. Thus, searhing for an equilibriumstate amounts to looking for solutions to P1and P2. Whenever P1 or P2 possess a solu-tion, there exists a `basi' solution, i.e., lo-ated in a orner of the simplex of admissiblevariables, where a maximum set a inequalityonstraints are satisfed as equalities. The setC� of ative ontats orresponding to a ba-si solution to P2 is minimal, so that reationvalues, f �l , are found on solving an isostatiproblem : they are determined, one C� isknown, by the equilibrium requirement. The



existene of two distint suh solutions im-plies equality of the riteria in P2, and henerequires one of a �nite number of linear om-binations, with �xed oe�ients (assoiatedwith some partiular subsets of the lattie),of the random numbers Æi, to be equal tozero. Suh an event has a zero probability.Therefore, Almost surely, the set C� of a-tive ontats and the fores f �l they arry,are uniquely determined, under a given load,by the initial hoie of the random diame-ters. As to displaements, lak of uniquenessof the solution to P1 is only due to motionssuh that Æul = 0 for any l 2 C�.5 NUMERICAL METHODWhen the number n of grains exeeds a fewhundreds, the simplex method proves impra-tiable, and the solutions to P1 and P2, i.e.,the displaements and fores have to be de-termined by di�erent means. In pratie, anygranular dynamis might be used, providedonvergene to the unique equilibrium stateis ensured. We found it e�ient (7,8) to re-sort to lubriating visous fores, of the formfl = �(hl)dÆuldt ;with a dereasing funtion � that possesses anon-integrable divergene as h! 0. Neglet-ing inertia, visous fores balane externalfores, and veloities, at eah time step, arethe solution to a system of linear equations.As t! +1, if the load an be supported, ve-loities vanish, fl ! f �l and hl ! 0 if l 2 C�,fl ! 0 and hl tends to a �nite limit oth-erwise (this might be proved). Equilibriumis thus asymptotially approahed. Even forthe largest samples (n = 12600) that werestudied, the set C� we obtain always exatlysatis�es the isostatiity requirement (8).6 LARGE SYSTEM LIMITStudying many samples of di�erent sizes withvarious BC's, we hek the existene of anRVE, and evaluate its size. The pratialproedures are illustrated here in the ase

of isotropi ompation, � = P1, studied in(8,9).Intensive quantities desribing the inter-nal state of the system should approah aBC-independent limit as n ! 1. Whena systemati dependene on the system di-ameter L is apparent, one might attributeit to a boundary e�et. Near a rigid wall,for instane, fewer ontats are ative thanin the bulk. Near a free boundary wheresome stress is imposed, many ontats are a-tive, sine all perimeter grains must arry aload. Suh boundary in�uenes yield system-ati linear variations with 1=L (the relativeweight of some peripheral zone). Fig. 2 is anillustration of this point, with the proportionof ative ontats, N�=N .

Figure 2: Proportion N�=N of ative bonds, aver-aged over hexagonal samples with p diss per edge,versus 1=p, for 3 BC's : rigid rough wall (rosses),periodi BC (open squares), and uniform pressure(blak squares). Error bars extend to one sample tosample standard deviation. For periodi BC's, thesystem has no wall and the limit is reahed muhsooner. Other BC's are a�eted by wall e�ets, henethe linear �ts. All data extrapolate to the limit0:393� 0:003. 32 systems with p = 60 (n > 10000)were studied.Fig. 3 is a plot of the probability densityof ontat fores, p(f). A boundary layerhad to be disarded for the data from di�er-ent BC's to agree. Suh wide distributions(see also the `fore hain' pitures in the nextsetion) are ommonly observed in granularmedia (11,13). Some �rst attempts to pre-dit their shape have been proposed (13,14).



In view of these results, one should obviouslyavoid thinking in terms of ` typial ontatfores'.

Figure 3: log10(p(f)) versus f in units of aP . p(f)dereases from a �nite value for f ! 0. For f � 2, itmight be �tted (dotted line) as 0:92f1:5 exp[�1:28f ℄For the isotropi strain, of the form � =�1, we �nd �� ! 0:344� 0:003 as L ! 1.Equivalently, the maximum paking fration�� of slightly polydisperse diss, when thediameter distribution is uniform, is, to �rstorder in � �� = �2p3(1� k�);with k = 0:312 � 0:006. �� is well de�nedhere, within the ASD, beause of the unique-ness property.A linear size l might be attributed to theRVE as orrelation length for spatial distri-bution of stress, length sale for loal distur-banes to attenuate, or depth of a wall e�et.All these proedures give l � 10a.7 BIAXIAL TESTIf some admissible set of non-negative on-tat fores exist, then (from setion 4) P1 andP2 both possess a solution, and (as remarkedin setion 3) another admissible set is thenobtained on equating eah fl with the aver-age Fk of all fores arried by the ontatsthat share the same orientation nk. From

eqn. 5, it follows that the system will sus-tain the load � if, and only if, the followingonditions hold:8><>: 0 � �22 � 3�11��22p3 � �12 � �22p3 : (11)Keeping �12 = 0 and �11 + �22 onstant,we have submitted square systems of varioussizes (up to 12600 grains, 4 samples) to loadsof di�erent diretions, with the following val-ues of the ratio r = �11=�22: 0:361, 1=2,2=3, and, 1 being already studied, p3, 3, 10.As �g. 4 shows, the anisotropy of the forehains re�ets that of the load: as r grows,the ontribution of the set C1 to the trans-mission of stress inreases from negligible todominant. As the system is anisotropi, onlya part of the mehanial behaviour is ex-plored, orresponding, by symmetry, to �12 =0. Due to uniqueness, we obtain strains thatfuntionnally depend on load diretion, and,thanks to the optimization properties, resultsan be understood in the following way, illus-trated on �g. 5. In the �11; �22 plane, the sim-

Figure 5: Strain states orresponding to the 7 di�er-ent load diretions that were simulated. Error barsindiate unertainties in the L ! 1 extrapolation.The urve �(�11; �22) = 0 is the enveloppe under thetangents that are drawn for eah point. The asymp-totes are the thik straight lines.plex of possible displaements (from eqns. 7,strains are linear ombinations thereof) pro-jets onto a simplex. As the system size L



Figure 4: Aspet of the sets of fore-arrying ontats. From left to right and from top to bottom r growsfrom 1=3 to 1, taking the values given in the text . Ative ontats are drawn as lines joining dis entres,with a thikness proportional to the fore intensity.inreases, the number of linear setions limit-ing this plane simplex tends to in�nity, whiletheir lengths tend to zero. Consequently, inthe limit L ! 1 of marosopi systems,the set of strains �11; �22 that are permittedby grain impenetrability is limited by somesmooth urve �(�11; �22) = 0. For any sus-tainable load (with �12 = 0), �11�11 + �22�22,the riterion of problem P1, is maximized onthat urve, where its tangent is orthogonalto the vetor of oordinates (�11; �22). Theexistene of this point is equivalent to loadsustainability, and the urve has thereforetwo asymptotes that are orthogonal to the

marginally supported loads given by eqn. 11(r = 1=3 and r = +1). The BC's requireall ontats of C1 to lose for r ! +1,hene �11 = �1 = �=2, and all ontats ofC2 and C3 to lose for r = 1=3, hene �2 =�3 = �=2, and �22 = (2=3)�� (1=3)�11. Notethat, as sample surfae area is only mini-mized for an isotropi pressure, the systemnaturally exhibits dilatany. Our numerialresults strongly suggest that an RVE alwaysexists, exept right on the limit of the do-main of supported loads, for �22 = 0 or for�11 = �22=3 (the statistial properties of thesets of ative ontats depending then, and



only then, on the spei� type of BC). For agiven value of �, the ASD should eventuallybreak down as the urve approahes any oneof its asymptotes (the later the smaller �).Fig. 6 is a plot, versus 1=r, of the pro-portion of ative ontats in the di�erent di-retions. The typial aspet of fore prob-

Figure 6: Proportion of ontats in diretion 1(rosses) and 2 and 3 (squares) that are ative, versus1=r. The dotted lines are guides to the eye.ability densities pk, depending on the dire-tion k = 1; 2; 3 of the ontat, in the ase ofan anisotropi load, is displayed on �g. 7, inthe ase r = 1=2. In this ase, F3 = F2,p3 = p2 and F1 = F2=4. The anisotropyin�uene on the fore distribution dereaseswith the fore intensity. Most fore hainsarrying large e�orts are oriented along theprinipal axis of stress with the higher eigen-value (p1(f) � p2(f) at large f) while thesmallest ontat fores remain isotropiallydistributed (p1(f) ' p2(f) for small f). Asimilar tendeny was noted by other authors(12).8 DISCUSSIONThanks to the simpliity of the model andthe e�ieny of the numerial method, wederive, from grain-level simulations, a maro-sopi onstitutive law for biaxial ompres-sion. The existene of an RVE (of typialsize l � 10a) is unambiguously established,

Figure 7: log10(p1(f)) (rosses) and log10(p2(f))(squares) when r = 1=2, versus f , the unit of forebeing a(�11 + �22)=2.and the fore distribution is aurately om-puted. Load anisotropy mainly a�ets theorientation of the largest ontat fores.Fore hains, wide fore distributions, re-distribution of ontats on altering the loaddiretion, are now reognized as harateris-ti features of granular materials. The simplemodel we study should provide a onvenienttest for theories attempting a quantitativepredition of suh phenomena.Beause of the 3 basi assumptions, themodel also exhibits some speial properties,the general relevane of whih deserves to bedisussed. One is the uniqueness of the equi-librium state. However oneptually appeal-ing (we are dealing with a well-posed prob-lem, the use of one or another algorithm doesnot bias the hoie of a partiular type of so-lution, et...), it is ertainly unrealisti, for itleads to a one to one orrespondane between(sustainable) stress diretion and strain. Thisexludes plastiity and dissipation. Submit-ted to a quasi-stati yli load, the modelmaterial goes, bak and forth, through thesame states, without any irreversible evolu-tion and any energy dissipation. Moreover,the marginally supportable stresses are as-soiated with very peuliar, ordered, spatialdistribution of fores. Although the systemexhibits suh �realisti" behaviours as dila-



tany and ontat reorientation, its relevaneas a model for usual biaxial experiments islikely to be limited to the reversible part ofthe stress-strain urve. It shows that, if thegeometry of the paking is suh that the setof ative ontats might hange signi�antlywith small grain displaements, the �elasti"part of the elasti-plasti behaviour is not ne-essarily due to the elastiity of the grains.Another remarkable property is the iso-statiity in the equilibrium state. In (9) it isshown that, if one dispenses with the ASD,though the uniqueness is lost, one still �ndsan isostati fore-arrying struture at equi-librium. As speial lattie alignments disap-pear on taking real, �nite displaements intoaount, it is isostatiity in a generi sense,with a oordination number, ounting onlyload-arrying diss (n�) and ative ontats(N�), of 4. This seems to hold quite gener-ally, and adding some Coulomb frition, theinequality N� < 2n� should persist. There-fore, the oordinane of a generi paking ofrigid diss in 2 dimensions (or rigid spheresin 3 dimensions) should never exeed 4 (re-spetively: 6).The isotropi ompation of the same sys-tem made of elasti diss is studied in (10).The inrease, as pressure grows, of the den-sity of ative ontats, results in a gradualloss of the harateristi stress heterogeneityof granular materials.In future work, with more sophistiatedmodels, we intend to introdue (separately,at �rst) three features that are possible mi-rosopi soures of plastiity and dissipa-tion: solid frition, large displaements of thegrains, non-onvex attrative potential be-tween the grains (ohesion). Any one of thoseingredients destroys the uniqueness property,and is thus likely to yield an inremental maro-sopi behaviour (as opposed to a funtionalrelationship between stress and strain). Inpartiular, it is expeted that, provided sig-ni�ant granular rearrangements our on smallsale, the�plasti" part of the elasti-plastibehaviour is not neessarily due to intergran-ular frition.
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